The two strands of DNA are the family memory and the memory of embodied individual soul. The evolution of a future man manifests in the growth of a child. This gives to a being a short-term possibility to get a new modern experience to climb to the next level (vibrations) or to drop. Therefore, the value of the birth of a child is in developing and maintaining a healthy body throughout life, which guarantees the birth of a new soul level while maintaining the power source (the physical body) on the Earth.

Magical knowledge of a person is at a subconscious level. The will and knowledge lead a human being to a self-renewal, but it depends on the number of reincarnations of the being. On the planet, there is a very wide range of human souls from the ancient to the young forms. The principle of life on earth is pyramidal — this is the basis of all existing organizations. Director - Teacher - Master can only exist in accordance with the presence of ancient knowledge and experience, he must demonstrate it by his subaltern to learn them. For example, 85 percent of doctors in the world come to study medicine first, because they do not have ancient knowledge. The emotional system disclosed, young professionals fear the persecution and cannot develop. The work conditions and society make them learn, improving their skills in courses, seminars, conferences, acquiring individual experience and knowledge. In the case of the super-ego, the doctor makes lot of mistakes, charging like this the karma of his future life. All this leads us to the joint efforts to seek the truth for a reasonably and happy life of all inhabitants on the planet Earth.
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The new Age of Aquarius has come. This is the ERA of individual awareness with the focus on giftedness and function expansion and the significance of freedom to open up the soul at the evolutionary stage of individual. The human breakthrough was multi-layered (pyramidal) through losing ultimately a human. At the present time, separation into the Body, Soul and Spirit, Chakras, centers and organs, etc. totally confused the system of medical knowledge, which in every possible way stood against opening that secret door. In fact, the interested institutions that impede the human development are contributing to this phenomenon. Today, people are saturated with games, comfort, cookery, satisfying low instincts and taking their minds of the Way of Higher Spiritual Education.

The human development starts from Manu - 18.5 million years. Scientists’ researches (P. Kapitsa) have showed a power surge during the transition period in 2012, as the main impetus to the human intelligence development. Through the great suffering, misery and hunger the level of soul transformation changes and a leap of consciousness expansion takes place as the key factor of survival in emergency situations (the war of the XIX century), the way of development of the human species is transformed and accelerated. According to the conclusion of S.V.Saveliyev: “The brain is adapted to solving the most important problems given by natural conditions and the speed of social processes’ evolution. This is the result of an increase in interpopulation variability and heterochronic development.” The bottom line is that in each cycle, the next lethal selection is intensified. Polymorphism accelerates the evolution of potential - the basis of the potential for the survival of the human race through conflict and, subsequently, competition.

At present, we have entered a new world of the 6th Sun, which continues cerebral surfing (Saveliyev S.V.) - selecting the best qualities for preserving the elite of the human fund. We all observe this process, but maybe because of our tasks we do not delve into the details of the changes that occur, realizing that the “Mowgli of the forest” and the new kind of “Mowgli of the socium” (V. Krishnev) are necessary in the evolutionary chain. In certain countries we clearly observe recruitment of flawed personnel (physical and mental development) for the possibility of easy reduction of workers, if needed. In addition, today everyone is born with defects in the body, soul and spirit with varying degrees of damage. This is reflected in medical practice. Indeed, in earlier times, sick people were sent to reservations (by the Bible), and the planet acquired pathological peoples. Today the disease is fashion. It should be noted that intuitive development keeps a person save, since feelings (sight, hearing, smell, etc.) give him/her the perception of space and time - the most important factors of our life development. This is protection from evil in complex unpredictable situations. Intuition is a purely human factor, requiring more in-depth study and special training with practical reinforcement. The spiritual schools give very promising results, as people become more responsible about their lives and therefore can be useful in watching and protecting family members, the nation, etc.

In nature, certain protective instincts are manifested in children, but our rational world neutralizes these reflexes, although their usefulness is very high. Intuition, as an ancient human capability, a manifesting act of life preservation and potential disclosure, which is the main task of nation development. In the long ranks of generations (25 generations) there are no strong differences of higher qualities between animal and human adaptation. The results of many generations’ efforts of feelings development were focused on activation of mental activity. The basic principle is “Do no harm”. Intuition gives unity to peoples. The hierarchy of existence in the world is very complex. We all depend on each other, from elemental...
to the most organized individuals (E.P. Blavatskaya). Our task is to learn to reconcile all positions in peace. In this context, it is clear that a person should study the subtle emotions as the "sleeping factor of life system," and most importantly - not to allow heart injuries, as the technical structure of our bodies is imperfect.

There are three types of people: logical, intuitive and mixed type (integral brain structure). We explain this with lineage ancestry and people roots' point of view. All our physical organs are not perfect (eyes, ears, etc.), and therefore in old age people are forced to purchase devices to strengthen the work of the relevant organs (glasses, hearing aids, etc.), but the person has a "sleeping" internal intuitive organs that open in stressful situations (hypersensitivity, excitability, perception of the surrounding space), as a protective reaction of the body.

In the period of Chaos in some people spontaneously opens a vision (the third eye), which promotes an additional orientation in life (most importantly, a person begins to see truthful images). This quality helps to live and confirms man's positions. The divine manifestation always opens the way to the Light. The intuitive abilities discovery happens in certain age phases: it can be slow or spontaneous; often depends on the awareness of life processes based on the desire to know what is the leading factor to a new stage - the intellectual development of the individual. The motto: "Know thyself ..." - the Path of the Pythagoras School is the basis of the individual's life. The goal, the solution of tasks and the purpose of this personality gives the opportunity to open the inner world of additional properties: vision, hearing, etc. These qualities are described by many recluse monks who subsequently received the Gift of the Wonderworker. The goal of the Spiritual School is to reveal yourself and your functional capabilities.

The task is to preserve and develop emotions, to test the human capabilities with the aim to master intuitive properties. The work of the subtle energies of our body always requires an original approach. Special training and understanding, as well as empathy without undertaking the patient's problems, are required. Our memory retains a lot of knowledge of the past, and under the Law of Analogy and the Law of Similarity, only "similar" come to us, so we instinctively have a clue about diagnostics, making the right decision by observing the patient in contact and non-contact treatment. Fear of failure, as a specialist, forces the thinking activity of an unethical medical specialist, who is capable of delivering a new made-up diagnosis; in this way a doctor provides himself a certain fame based on the use of simple-minded patients.

Ethics should be paramount, we help the sick, and do not kill them with word, behavior (coldness of omniscience), demonstrating devices that are often not calibrated for work, as there is a lack of specialists, and the doctor is not able to understand this technique.

Duality - the human quality that refers to the subthreshold structure of the nervous system, and is difficult for learning, as this is the most volatile material in the study of human behavior; there is possible solution, but the result is a composite act of uncontrolled actions. It is also a move away from internal crises of insoluble and incomprehensible moments of life; these are the nodes of the past and the present intersection for solving sacred tasks of matching the human path. Duality is not only a separation, it is a deep comprehension of your own actions for several moves forward, permissive actions, which give the right to remain human, as well as to raise the potential of many "sleeping" people today.

It is important that at these moments people really decide how to get out of the situation and then voluntarily take risks, which leads to the transformation of the mind, sometimes even gives instantaneous access to another level of personality development due to the risk that rises the energy. Therefore, extreme situations are often needed to increase the brain activity. In this century we face an abundance of such situations. In addition, these peculiar states of the psyche are the most effective in the human future awareness.

The problems of studying the psyche on the planet grow catastrophically quickly. In this transition period, we can lose a certain number of species, even entire civilizations. Of course, such tragedies happen by chance. More serious obstacles arise for a young couple who do not want to adapt to the new conditions, causing a protest in a strictly limited world. Freedom, like everything else, is relative. Usually its price is very high
or sacrificial. For the correction of the genus, a young couple is led to a wedding with the hope of strengthening the clan relations and the future improvement in comparison with previous reincarnations. The task of choosing the path (negative or positive) is clearly indicated: to be together, achieving tolerance, or to ignore the new conditions of existence. Often two families merge, having severe mental illnesses, which in this life are manifested on individual members of the family. This indicates that this genus is destined for destruction, as it does not perform its functions on the planet. Such an example we can observe in families with a large number of relatives who do not have children. Of course, it is important to preserve the purity of the principles of birth: the provision family by blood, by soulfulness, by intelligence. Based on this, a fully-fledged person is born with the possibility of maximum realization of his qualities, which are obtained from the Higher Forces. Purpose: conception in love, birth in suffering, and life - in the perspective of great knowledge. A person has a multi-factor system, and the soul is multi-level, which gives huge opportunities for comparing pairs in egregore for creation. This concerns certain tasks with which the entities come, but also relates to business, the complementarity of the cooperation quality in enterprises, mutual understanding in the zone of stay (village, town, city), but the main thing in this system is that people create families where couples are clearly mediated (men and women) for the creation of a new person, changing themselves through future generations. The better parents are, the faster purification of the family, which in the past underwent other tests, will go.

Different authors distinguish the following types of diseases: Blavatskaya E.P.

a) rare diseases that are solved by the experts of the past accumulated experience (reincarnation),
b) diseases that are not treated in the current life - as a principle of training the soul to move to the next level of development,
c) illnesses that are not treated on the basis of karmic negative actions (Treatment is possible with the Magician who stigmatized. The teacher may not come in this life, but always follows his patients).

Hermes:
An ancient concept: purely spiritual or “theurgic” medicine and hermetic medicine. Traditional medicine has always been a priestly science.

There is another definition: celestial (vertical) and terrestrial (horizontal). Blending leads to a catastrophe in the development of the person’s individual: he turns into a series of robots without the right to future development. There are two worlds: Light / Dark, higher plan teachers select souls that are highly valuable in intelligence and energy potential.

Today, there are two types of medical treatment presented: official medicine (technological training) and alternative (complementary, traditional) medicine.

Alternative medicine is represented by: Ayurveda, acupuncture - an ancient medicine, which enters a new cycle of development, therefore - expansive and popular. Sensitive people successfully clear the meridians by the power of their own thinking, or by active points of disease.

We have no right to relax or demonstrate our worth. Now it is necessary to collect the remains of high-quality human potential. All wars - (not only the First, Second World Wars, the Third – is happening today at the astral level) - are caused by the conflict of human interests. And the real alchemy of life is the extraction of “gold” (the philosopher’s stone), the transition through death with a three-day resurrection (here the meaning of ancient religions and societies that have worked secretly among mankind for millennia and exist now is hidden).

At present, we pass through the fire of war, the fire of centuries and millennia, entering the new fire of the fifth Sun, grasping the foundations of the cosmic plane’s dynamic development. We rise from the tribes of slavery and move according to the Creator’s plan, performing the function of Divine Providence. We do not focus on anything - everything is relative, although we are at the point of bifurcation. The main task is to survive and save more perfect ones: a multi-faceted intuitive people with a high individual desire to create a new world. Their mission is to create a new man of the future with his rules, principles and criteria for the passage of the next stages of evolution.

The entire civilized world tends to use the accumulated human resources. Many scientists of the world are working on the unconscious manifestations of human life, studying them; over the expansion of consciousness and the discovery of superconsciousness for the benefit of the future of mankind. These levels of development of the nervous system are the secrets of science and require more thorough investigation.

Strengthening of the aura, prophetic dreams, clarity of thinking in responsible work, remote work become the basis for studying human states and enable analysis of many patients and people of your own environment. A positive reaction comes quickly: over the years, the patients themselves are gaining facts that confirm the help, then they want to learn the method to help their families on their own.

It is necessary to point out the creative power of the Cosmic energy, which has now increased hundreds of times. In this millennium, groups of people are being prepared for the passage of a high fire element; thanks to constant long trainings with the Teacher you can pass an examination for survival. It is important for medical professionals to understand the change in space and time, the characteristics of high energy fields, as a result of reactions of surrounding people, which are potentially dangerous for children, patients weakened after surgery, elderly people and sick from the birth. At present, there are no medical services that prepare a person for life in the new energy conditions, which can cause the early death of people. Based on the knowledge of the Universal laws, human life can be increased up to 100 years.

The motivation of longevity is service to humanity:

• avoiding material aspirations;
• maintenance of the family, children, and grandchildren;
• the preservation of health through knowledge and complete dedication.

It’s time to gather specialists of different profiles and collectively resolve the possibility of separating Man from the animal world - as a unique creation of the Creator. Thought is ahead of action, but we need to strengthen the creation of Humanity in the image and likeness of God.

Thank you for attention!